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Abstract
Sailing holiday activities represent a significant portion of the Blue Economy growth 
in Europe and across the world. Due to the global financial crisis, yacht ownership 
has declined, but demand for such holiday products remained steady, therefore shift-
ing the yachters profile towards younger and less experienced consumers who pre-
fer to charter boats, rather than own one. Boat chartering o!ers more flexibility to 
explore di!erent regions from year to year, but this means that significantly more 
time must be spent planning the route, since local experience is absent. The tourists’ 
experience during the initial contemplation and planning phase, taking place weeks 
or months before an actual trip, and where a broad range of route options needs to be 
explored, could thus significantly benefit from support given by automated IT tools. 
Current literature demonstrates a complete lack of research in the development of 
itinerary recommendation systems in the context of sailing holidays. In this paper, 
we describe a methodology for the automatic generation of route recommendations, 
based on the semantic modelling of spatial data, and the determination of realistic 
sea route options, based on vessel density maps produced from raw AIS data. We 
demonstrate the implementation and results from this methodology using one of the 
most popular sailing regions of Greece, namely the Ionian Sea, as a case study.
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1 Introduction

One of the key components of the “Blue Economy”, an expressed strategic priority 
of the European Union, is coastal tourism, which represents over 64% of the total 
workforce in the EU blue economy (2.8m persons), and contributes to more than 
45% of blue economy’s added value, at approximately #80bn.1 The recreational 
boating industry, which employs an estimated 0.28m persons in 32,000 companies 
in boat manufacturing and tourism services, including marinas and boat charters, 
is an important sub-sector of coastal tourism. Compared to touring a region by car, 
cruise ship or island-hopping via ferry, sailing holidays are a low-impact and more 
sustainable mode of exploring coastal areas (Eijgelaar et"al. 2021). It is estimated 
that European waters are home to over 6m boats and 36m boaters of European citi-
zenship, travelling between over 10,000 marinas, while the direct economic impact 
reaches #28bn in total, of which #4bn in the marina industry and #6bn in the charter 
boat industry (European Commission 2020). The sector has a range of economic 
impacts in other areas related to coastal tourism, including accommodation, cater-
ing, recreational activities and shopping, as well as parts of the value chain that 
include repair and maintenance, dry berthing, training, retail of supplies and acces-
sories and insurance (Ecorys 2015).

Boat charters are increasingly important in this sector, since the economic crisis 
of 2008 has drastically reduced private boat ownership and shifted owners’ average 
age by at least 10 years (from 45 to 55). Crucially, interest in sailing holidays has 
remained consistently high, shifting the industry from reliance on boat owners, to 
consumers of sailing holidays as a service. The average age of the youngest such 
consumers is 31 years old, and the boat charter market is equally spread between 
bareboat (boat only, where at least one member of the renting party has a skipper’s 
license) and crewed (boat, skipper and, optionally, other sta!) rentals. This means 
that a large, if not the largest proportion of recreational boat skippers on such holi-
days are young and inexperienced seafarers. The versatility of renting vs. owning 
a boat also means that such holiday makers are not constrained to the geographi-
cal confines of specific regions, but can find themselves exploring unfamiliar waters 
from year to year and from country to country. Unsurprisingly, given these user-base 
characteristics, there is a high demand for the experience to be supported through 
innovative IT tools, including online booking and smartphone applications to man-
age the rental experience (Ecorys 2015).

Yacht tourism, and by extension its planning phase, is reported to be predomi-
nantly based on an extensive skillset which is developed only through experi-
ence, such as exposure to new areas and challenges, discussions with other sailors 
(Andersson 2007). Such skills can be supplemented or even developed through use 
of IT (e.g. reading other sailors’ experiences and obtaining recommendations from 
online discussion forums), even though Ferrer-Rosell et"al. (2017) found that pre-
trip internet use for planning doesn’t correlate with trip satisfaction. Although there 

1 Blue Economy Indicators Dashboard: https:// bluei ndica tors. ec. europa. eu/ access- online- dashb oard_ en.
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exists a range of applications to support the boat charter experience, such as online 
booking systems for boats and berth spaces, or various informational websites, the 
usage of such tools in the planning phase of a sailing trip itinerary remains obscure 
from a literature viewpoint. We haven’t been able to locate any literature that exam-
ines tourists’ behaviour during sailing holiday planning, however, anecdotal evi-
dence in published articles related to marine tourism, indicate that planning relies on 
either advice from the charter company, the skipper (if one is booked) and personal 
research based on online information, such as, for example, basic sailing advice, 
sample itineraries and travel experiences from other tourists ($apko 2019; Nualnim 
and Phuaksawat 2010; Pranita 2020; Strulak-Wójcikiewicz et"al. 2020).

In reviewing, for the purposes of this work, a significant number of yachting 
holiday websites directed towards booking a yacht, booking berth spaces, or gen-
eral destination information, we found more evidence that supports these insights. 
We noted the frequent presence of either pre-designed itineraries, as well as contact 
forms for a user to be able to input general information about their area of interest, 
type of boat and holiday dates, in order to receive a customised (manually com-
posed) proposal in an asynchronous manner (i.e. after a few hours or days). There 
exist only a handful of computer-assisted sea route calculation tools. One such type 
of tools allows the manual design of itineraries, drawing line segments between a 
sequence of points on a map, without any automatic assistance for avoiding overland 
coordinates or automatic complex path generation (e.g. Sea-Seek2). Another type of 
tool, and probably the only one of its kind, allows the automated generation of com-
plex route paths between a start and end point, that avoids land (e.g. Searoutes3). 
However, such tools do not solve the problem. Manual route design requires inti-
mate knowledge of the sailing area to produce a good route under criteria such as 
safety, speed, ease of navigation etc. Automatic path calculation tools are able to 
produce a route without manual intervention, however the routes are not necessar-
ily realistic for sailing purposes (e.g. they avoid close proximity to land, do not pass 
between islets etc.).

Finally, more evidence regarding the problems in trip planning come from our 
co-authoring partners who developed and operate the SaMMY platform4 for berth 
space bookings, which is the premier platform of this type for Greece and Cyprus. 
One of the most frequent types of query, handled through the customer support 
team, relates to getting a good estimate of distances between marinas (in terms of 
time). Since many customers book berthing space in multiple marinas as part of a 
sequence of stops (i.e. making an itinerary), they need to be certain about the time 
it takes to go from one waypoint to the next, so that they can proceed with the res-
ervation requests. Often, such users find conflicting information about distances in 
various websites, and need the assurance of an authority or knowledgeable expert. In 
fact, the problem of being able to provide a reliable answer to such queries formed 
the initial inspiration for the work described in this paper.

2 Sea-Seek: http:// www. sea- seek. com.
3 Searoutes: http:// www. searo utes. com.
4 SaMMY: http:// www. sammy acht. com.
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As a result, we note the complete lack of availability of a software tool which 
would assist the sailing holiday planning process, by generating itinerary recom-
mendations based on realistic routing options, and given some user-specified con-
straints such as the maximum trip duration, length of stay at each port of call etc. 
The work presented in this paper builds upon the findings and inspiration from pre-
vious literature to address the unique challenges in the context of sailing holiday 
planning, which, to the best of our knowledge, has not been investigated in the past.

In this paper, we describe the methodology for building such a system, based on 
openly available spatial datasets. We focus on the Ionian Sea in Greece as a case 
study, though our methodology can be scaled to cover the entire European continent. 
Itinerary recommendation is a well-studied area in the context of land-based travel, 
but it has been entirely overlooked in the important context of sailing holidays. Our 
work’s main contribution to support a fundamental element in the operation of itin-
erary generation algorithms, which is entirely missing for sea-based travel. This ele-
ment is to construct realistic and accurate route calculations (distances) for any two 
ports of call, and we solve this based on historical data on vessel density in areas of 
interest. We demonstrate how this ability can be integrated into a complete itinerary 
recommendation system that can run as a service, using a genetic algorithm (GA) 
approach to creating the itineraries. We describe our GA approach and show how 
it can be applied to the sailing itinerary problem to support uncertainty and relaxed 
requirements that are present in the planning phase of a trip. Through this approach, 
we attempt to optimise the travel experience by optimising routes for selecting mari-
nas o!ering as great a variety of attractions as possible, while at the same time, 
respecting user-defined soft criteria such as trip segment duration and overall trip 
duration.

In the rest of the paper, we being with a review of related literature (Sect."2) and 
then describe our methodology for addressing the challenges of berthing option 
selection, through use of semantic data representations using ontologies and the 
automatic population and construction of parts of the ontology from openly avail-
able POI data (Sect."3). In Sect."4, we describe our methodology for solving the sea 
routing problem using AIS data and a modified version of the A* algorithm, in order 
to generate realistic routes between berthing locations, to construct an appropriate 
distance matrix, and to find itinerary suggestions under user-specified trip criteria. 
The paper concludes with an overview of our contribution, limitations and further 
work in Sect."5.

2  Related work

2.1  Planning a!sailing holiday

The sailing tourism sector has three core components that constitute the visitation 
experience, namely (a) the destination; (b) berthing, and; (c) sailing and navigation 
(Pranita 2020). The traditional process of consumption of a sailing holiday product 
begins with a preparation phase, in which tourists collect information about the area 
of the intended visit, identify berthing location options to make stopovers, gather 
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information about the amenities at or nearby berthing locations, plan routes between 
berthing locations to form an itinerary and discuss the various options available to 
them ($apko 2019). Out of these activities, the most challenging parts of planning 
are berthing (finding suitable stopover points to include in the trip) and sailing & 
navigation (planning routes between the selected stopover options).

According to Hoch and Deighton, (1989), the planning, discussion and selection 
of vacation trips are activities that can be seen as positively contributing to the over-
all experience of a trip, by building anticipation and engaging in co-creation with 
other members of their group. In the context of trip planning, we can classify tour-
ists as highly motivated but potentially unfamiliar with the problem domain (area 
of visit), or already familiar with it. A further factor relates to previous experience 
(low or high) with the activity (sailing holidays). Thus, in the case of tourists who 
are both unfamiliar and have little experience, as is increasingly the case with the 
boat charter industry clientele, the process of learning about destinations and how 
to travel at this information gathering stage can greatly benefit from management. 
Though yacht owners can be easily characterised into segments according to their 
stated preferences and desires when visiting a marina, customer research shows that 
renters expectations are di%cult to estimate, as they, themselves, don’t really know 
what to expect from their visit to a marina Paker and Vural (2016).

To date, there exists a major gap in current tourism literature with respect to sail-
ing holiday planning and satisfaction factors, as acknowledged by Shen et"al. (2021). 
In this respect, even though there exists practically no previous research on how 
sailing holidays are planned, it is easy to understand why many boat charter web-
sites contain large sections with pre-compiled destination information and suggested 
itineraries. The presence of organised information is a way to manage the learning 
process and therefore o!ers some value to the prospective client. On the other hand, 
such ready-made solutions detract from the involvement in the planning activity, 
while e!ort invested in such activities is known to correlate with positive memo-
ries and satisfaction from the overall travel experience (Kim et"al. 2012). From this 
perspective, we can assume that an interactive tool which allows for customised 
exploration of the various options, particularly the itinerary construction phase, can 
contribute positively to the tourists’ experience, by facilitating the planning process 
for inexperienced persons, and allowing for creative synthesis between alternatives. 
Next, we provide a brief overview of related work to the problems of tourist itin-
erary recommendation, further delving into the subproblems of selecting berthing 
options, and determining sea routes, as pertinent to our problem domain.

2.2  Tourist itinerary recommendation

To a large extent, any tourist wishing to explore a destination for a period of time 
has to consider the formulation of an itinerary (i.e. which places to visit, and in 
what order). Solving the planning problem is confounded when travellers are inex-
perienced, in an unfamiliar area, or in an area that is dense with possible alterna-
tives. Therefore, algorithmic approaches for the generation of itinerary recommen-
dations have been explored in past literature, in an attempt to address the Tourist 
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Trip Design Problem, TTDP (Vansteenwegen and Van Oudheusden 2007). In TTDP, 
travel is modelled using a graph, where nodes represent POIs in a destination, and 
are connected by weighted edges representing the ability to travel between these. 
An extension to this problem is the Vacation Planning Problem (VPP), defined by 
(Gavalas et"al. 2019), in which a tourist specifies a wider area to visit, which can 
include multiple destinations, and each destination is associated with a range of 
POIs. The TTDP and related extensions are derived from the Orienteering Problem, 
OP, inheriting the constraints that users have a pre-defined time budget which must 
cover travel to POIs and stay time at each POI, and that each node can be visited 
only once. The presence of a time budget means that a user cannot visit all POIs in 
a trip, and the objective is to find itineraries which maximise profit. This profit is a 
value attached to each node, i.e. a metric which is used as a proxy to measure the 
potential user benefit from having visited a POI. The quality of a recommendation is 
therefore assessed by the cumulative profit to be gained from it, when compared to 
other options. Extensive reviews of algorithmic approaches to the OP and TTDP are 
found in Gavalas et"al. (2014), Gunawan et"al. (2016), Lim et"al. (2019), Tenemaza 
et"al. (2020b).

In TTDP, the major constraint is the available time budget since any path must 
lead from the start to the end node within this budget. Therefore, the temporal length 
of any candidate path must fit into the relevant budget. To solve the problem, one 
must know the travel time between any pair of nodes and also the stay time at each 
node. Travel time can be computed using an assumed average speed based on trans-
port mode, and known distance between nodes (Chen et"al. 2015). Both these met-
rics can be derived from direction service APIs (e.g. Google Maps) or even modelled 
in a probabilistic manner (Zhang et"al. 2015). More realistic calculations can involve 
historical tra%c speed data or other estimates based on big data analytics (Cristian 
et"al. 2021). The stay time at each node can be modelled statically or randomly, or 
it can be based on actual data, e.g. scraped from social networks on a POI-by-POI 
basis (Friggstad et"al. 2018), or estimated based on the average stay time for a range 
of POIs belonging to the same category (Fogli and Sansonetti 2019). Further, suit-
able metrics for the profit value of each node must be determined. These metrics can 
be based on a range of objective and subjective observations. Such objective metrics 
can be the popularity of a POI in a social network, for example, measured by the 
number of likes, check-ins, photos taken at a location (Yochum et"al. 2020; Fogli 
and Sansonetti 2019; Friggstad et"al. 2018). Subjective metrics typically involve the 
construction of a user profile and their preferences on various POI categories, or 
metrics of the user’s own past behaviour, such as check-ins to venues of similar cat-
egories in other locations (Fogli and Sansonetti 2019; Lim et"al. 2018).

Ultimately the quality of the produced itinerary must be somehow evaluated, and 
this can be achieved in a number of ways, as described in Lim et"al. (2019) and Fogli 
and Sansonetti (2019). In some literature examples, algorithm outputs are evaluated 
with real visitors, for example as in Tenemaza et"al. (2020b). In the case of real-life 
travel itinerary data being available, traditional metrics such as precision, recall and 
F1-score can be used to measure the quality of a proposed itinerary. Heuristic-based 
evaluation can be used where actual tourist data is not available, using metrics such 
as the number of total POIs recommended (sometimes also viewed as a di!erence 
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to the maximum number of POIs specified by a user), sum of POI popularity, align-
ment of recommended POI categories to user-stated interests, length of itinerary and 
diversity of POI categories in an itinerary.

In the context of sailing trip recommendations, there are two subproblems which 
merit further discussion. First, selecting appropriate berthing locations to use 
as graph nodes, and secondly to determine the distances (and hence, travel time) 
between them. We discuss previous work in these two areas next.

2.3  Modelling berthing options

In any POI-based tourism system, data on these POIs must be modelled in order to 
allow its spatial and semantic querying. For sailing, the main POI type of interest is 
berthing locatios (i.e harbours, marinas or other anchoring points), since they will 
be the main stopover points during the trip. A system can select berthing options 
from a large set in a given destination area, by applying filters on information about 
their location and on-site or nearby amenities. These filters can be used to reduce 
the set of candidate nodes in a classic TTDP application, and also to determine the 
individual profit for each node.

Yachters are not only interested in on-site amenities (e.g. availability of fuel, 
water, electricity, waste disposal, repair services etc.), but also nearby service o!er-
ings (Benevolo and Spinelli 2021; Mikuli& et" al. 2015; Paker and Vural 2016). 
Such o!erings can relate to the proximity and type of catering options, entertain-
ment, cultural and athletic activities, shopping opportunities and other factors that 
are related to the tourism industry. Therefore, a method to represent this informa-
tion in a queryable form must be developed. One approach is to model locations as 
points of interest (POIs) in a relational database with spatial extensions. as in He 
et"al. (2016) and Heikkinen et"al. (2014). This approach requires the specification 
of a fixed schema, and is able to determine spatial relationships between POIs, such 
as answering queries about POI presence in a radius, or a bounding box. Another 
approach is to model POIs as semantic data, through ontologies. These representa-
tions o!er greater flexibility in terms of representing levels of abstraction, can be 
used to integrate POI datasets in a vendor-agnostic manner, can be used for logi-
cal inferencing on new data, and to provide recommendations to users of POI-based 
services (Cabrera Rivera et"al. 2015; Palumbo et"al. 2019; Patroumpas et"al. 2019). 
A further advantage of ontology-based representations is that they can be used to 
find POIs that match users’ profiles and interests. An overview of related work using 
ontologies in the TTDP is given in Sou!riau and Vansteenwegen (2010).

2.4  Determining sea routes

Contrary to terrestrial transportation, where the infrastructure (roads, railways) is 
fixed, sea routing represents an entirely di!erent problem, since there are no “fixed” 
routes between any two ports. A sailing vessel is theoretically free to take any course 
between two given waypoints, within some physical constraints (e.g. it cannot travel 
overland). The challenge of determining sea routes is therefore more complex. One 
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approach used in Kuhlemann and Tierney (2020) is to first draw a straight line 
between waypoints, and then iteratively “push” the midline of segments orthogo-
nally towards the water (if they are overland) until a route that avoids all land has 
been generated. Another approach is to use Dijkstra’s or the A* shortest-path algo-
rithm to find a route, by representing the world as a grid on which each tile is either 
navigable or not (i.e. terrain) (Kurosawa et"al. 2020; Shin et"al. 2020; Wang et"al. 
2018, 2019). Such algorithms can be modified in order to add further cost features 
in the distance function, incorporating information such as weather patterns and sea 
currents from external data sources. These modifications have been proven success-
ful in automatically generating routes which are optimal according to some criterion 
(e.g. saving fuel, minimising travel time etc.). A third possibility is to use genetic 
algorithms in order to determine an optimal route under specific criteria (Kuhle-
mann and Tierney 2020; Wang et" al. 2018, 2019). All these previous approaches 
have been applied with the underling assumption that the travelling vessel is able 
to cross any expanse of water (typically, a freighter or tanker). As such, the world 
is modelled as a large grid or graph, each grid square or graph node representing 
an area of several km2 . While this approach can work reasonably well at planetary 
scale, it is less appropriate for holiday sailing vessels, where better resolution is 
needed in order to better capture the coast-hugging and reef-avoiding behaviours 
of boats. To determine more realistic representations of viable sea routing graphs, 
researchers have very recently turned to the availability of Automatic Identification 
System data, which contains continuous information on vessel position and type 
(Filipiak et"al. 2020; Sheng and Yin 2018). This data allow the construction of navi-
gable graphs, which closely match actual practice as demonstrated by real vessels. 
The use of AIS data for sea route planning has been commercialised by SeaRoutes,5 
though the provided service is tailored towards the merchant navy (freight ship rout-
ing) and is entirely unsuitable for the sailing holiday context.

2.5  Summary

Our presented work is intended to support the broad exploration of alternatives, pos-
sibilities and options under various assumptions and preferences (e.g. available time, 
activity and amenity preferences, sailing time) in the stage where a sailing holiday is 
being contemplated and explored at an initial phase, especially by non-expert users. 
These planning phases could be weeks or months before the actual voyage. There-
fore, we aim to support the users in answering broad-scope questions such as ”How 
much of this area could I explore in my available time?” rather than specific ques-
tions such as ”What should be my precise departure times in order to complete a 
chosen itinerary?”.

Before any of the algorithmic approaches, such as those found in the TTDP/OP 
literature, can be applied in the context of sailing holiday planning, there is a signifi-
cant sub-problem that needs to be solved, namely the realistic calculation of travel 

5 Searoutes: http:// www. searo utes. com.
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time between stopover berthing locations. In this paper, our main contribution is to 
present a solution for the fundamental problem of determining graph node distances 
and hence travel time between nodes, in the context of sea-based travel. This prob-
lem does not exist in land-based travel and has not been addressed in TTDP-related 
literature. Previous literature addressing the sea route problem has only considered 
merchant navy vessels covering large distances and able to travel over any expanse 
of water. Thus, to our knowledge, the presented work work is novel since the gen-
eration of fine-grained realistic routes between ports of call in the context of sailing 
holidays has not been previously explored.

To demonstrate how our approach can fit into an integrated itinerary recom-
mender system, we describe next the implementation of a basic, but complete itiner-
ary suggestion service. This is based on the modelling of stopover berthing locations 
and nearby POIs using ontology-based knowledge representation, the leveraging 
of vessel-density data to create plausible routes between any two ports in an area 
of interest, and finally an itinerary generation system, based on a genetic algorithm 
that optimises for maximum POI diversity in visited marinas, while controlling for 
appropriate trip segment lengths and overall trip duration.

3  Modelling berthing locations

To address the problem of selecting from the set of marinas in a given area, we 
employ semantic modelling of the relevant location-based information. The ration-
ale behind the use of semantic technologies rather than a relational database, is the 
flexibility of the former to a!ord logical relationships across the various data enti-
ties, therefore aligning the querying process in a way that resembles the rational 
process of the intended users. For this purpose, we developed an ontology using 
Protégé,6 with four main entity types (classes). The ontology contains the concepts 
of City, Marina, Point of Interest (POI) and Service. We note here that we 
use the term Marina to cover the general notion of a berthing location. The classes 
are joined through three main relationships (object properties). The classes POI and 
Marina are related to the City class through the property isLocatedIn (e.g., a POI 
or a Marina instance is located in an instance of City). A POI is also related 
to Marina through the isNearMarina property (a POI instance is near a Marina 
instance). Finally, a POI is related to the Service class through the o!ersPOIS-
ervice property (a POI instance o!ers a Service instance). The Service class is 
a superclass from which a range of subclasses inherit, in order to model the specific 
service types o!ered by various POIs. The developed ontology is shown in Fig."1, 
depicting the four main classes, and examples of subclasses of the Service class. 
Each class contains a range of data properties, which are used to provide further 
information about the instances of each class. These data properties can be used in 
order to refine queries, so as to filter results according to specific criteria. The data 
properties are shown in Table"1.

6 Protégé Ontology Editor: https:// prote ge. stanf ord. edu/.
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This ontology allows for the formulation of generic search queries on the stored 
data, supporting a range of broad or narrower scope queries that fit the plan-
ning goals of a user. For example, using the ontology, it is easy to formulate very 
broad queries, such as to “Retrieve all Marinas located in a list of given islands”, 
or to refine it further by asking to “Retrieve all Marinas located in a list of given 
islands that have nearby POIs o!ering the Service type Food” (using modelled 

Fig. 1  Ontology overview

Table 1  Data properties and 
their relation to each class type Data property Data type Applies to class

Latitude Decimal POI, Marina, City

Longitude Decimal POI, Marina, City

State String City

PlaceName String POI, Marina, City

Price range Integer POI, Service, Marina

Marina electricity Boolean Marina

Marina water Boolean Marina

Marina WiFi Boolean Marina

Marina firstaid Boolean Marina

Marina wastedisposal Boolean Marina

Marina parking Boolean Marina

Marina toilets Boolean Marina
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relationships), and even further by specifying data property criteria, such as geo-
graphical coordinates: “Retrieve all Marinas located in a list of given islands that 
have nearby POIs o!ering the Service type Food with a latitude/longitude between 
[X1,"Y1] and [X2,"Y2]”.

3.1  Populating the!ontology

To develop the ontology, we began by manually defining the four main classes 
(City, Marina, POI and Service) along with their data properties in 
Protégé’s ontology editor. We did not define the Service subclasses, since this 
was achieved automatically in a later step, as will be explained in Sect."3.1.3. The 
process of enriching the ontology with class instances (data) and Service class 
subclasses, involved the following steps: (1) Populate the ontology with Marina 
instances, (2) Populate with City instances and link to related Marina instances, 
(3) Generate the Service subclass taxonomy and (4) Populate with POI instances, 
linking to related City, Marina and Service subclass.

In order to populate the ontology with instances of Marina, we obtained a list 
of all 153 licensed tourist ports in Greece, through the Greek Ministry of Tourism 
website.7 For the rest of the data, we considered various openly queryable data-
sets, including Google Maps, Facebook and Foursquare. We settled to mostly use 
the Foursquare Places API,8 given its comprehensive category taxonomy, which is 
more fine-grained than that of other data sources. We also employed the Google 
Maps API for the purposes of geocoding coordinates, as will be explained next. We 
obtained data employing the Python foursquare9 client (v1!2020.1.30) and Google 
Maps10 client (v4.4.5). The population of the ontology with class instances, and 
with new classes and relationships as required, was done using the OWLReady2 
Python library11 (v0.31). Throughout the project, the Python language version used 
was v3.8.5.

3.1.1  Obtaining marina data

According to Greek legislation, there exist three categories of tourist port: Fully 
licensed marinas, harbours and anchorages, and hotel ports (this type was abol-
ished in 2012). Each port type is o!ered as a set of pins on an embedded inter-
active Google Maps frame (Fig."2). We extracted the data in KML format, which 
includes the place name and geographical coordinates. The main di!erence between 
fully licensed marinas and harbour and anchorage types, in terms of touristic inter-
est, is the requirement for the existence of first-aid facilities and parking space in 

7 Licensed Tourism Ports in Greece: https:// minto ur. gov. gr/ epend yseis/ toyri stikoi- limen es/ chart es- toyri 
stikon- limen on/.
8 Foursquare Places API: https:// devel oper. fours quare. com/ docs/ places- api/.
9 foursquare Python library: https:// pypi. org/ proje ct/ fours quare/.
10 Google Maps Python library: https:// github. com/ googl emaps/ google- maps- servi ces- python.
11 OWLReady2: https:// pypi. org/ proje ct/ Owlre ady2/.
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marinas. Both types have a requirement for water, electricity and communication 
facilities, waste disposal and toilets. As a result, we determined the relevant property 
values in Table"1 to True or False according to legislation. For hotel ports, we deter-
mined that all data properties would be set to False, since it is unknown what regu-
lations currently apply to these types, after their abolishment. The related KMLs 
were converted into CSV format and a Python script was written to generate the 
relevant Marina class instances, data property values and required relations inside 
the ontology.

3.1.2  Obtaining city data

For this step, we used the existing Marina instance CSV and searched for venues 
located around the coordinates of each marina, using the /explore endpoint of the 
Foursquare API. Each retrieved venue includes a list of location data values, which 

Fig. 2  Data o!ered in the Greek ministry of tourism website. Screen captured 25 May 2021
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may contain values for ”city” and ”state”. Since not every venue contains these 
details, we iterated through the list of results (10 by default) for venues that con-
tained this information. If found, we saved this information, otherwise we repeated 
the query to fetch the next set of results, until the information was found. This pro-
cess resulted in obtaining a list of cities and states pertinent to each marina. Using 
the Google Maps API,12 we geocoded the names of each city to obtain the city coor-
dinates. Using this data, we populated the ontology with City instances.

3.1.3  Obtaining POIs and!service taxonomy data

The next step was to determine an appropriate taxonomy for the Service class. For 
this, we employed the Foursquare /categories API, which returns a JSON array of 
all categories and subcategories used by Foursquare (1145 in total, with 10 top-level 
categories, and up to 5 nesting levels). Obviously such a large number of categories 
is not necessary for our system, since, for example, many of these refer to location 
types that are not pertinent for our study area (e.g. “Apres-Ski bar”). Therefore we 
took a di!erent approach, by first retrieving a list of all recommended POIs within 
2km of each marina, using the /explore endpoint, which returns, for each venue, its 
specific sub-category type. Then, we recursively searched through the entire cat-
egory taxonomy, to find the top-level category in which the venue belongs. As a 
result, we obtain a list of 3614 POIs, their sub-category and the related top-level 

Fig. 3  Example of the 3-level 
Service taxonomy in our ontol-
ogy

12 Google Maps Geocoding: https:// devel opers. google. com/ maps/ docum entat ion/ geoco ding/ overv iew.
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category. We noted that several POIs were present more than once in this dataset, 
owing to marinas being close to each other, and thus the same POI was present in 
multiple recommended venue results. Removing 239 redundant entries, we are left 
with a total of 3375 unique POIs. Then, in our ontology, we inserted all discov-
ered top-level categories under the Service class, and a further hierarchical level of 
all sub-categories under each top-level category, therefore flattening the Foursquare 
taxonomy to 3 levels (Service, Top-Level, Sub-Category), as shown in Fig."3. As 
a result we obtain 7 top-level categories (number of subcategories in parentheses) 
Arts and Entertainment (29), Food (65), Nightlife Spot (15), Outdoors and Recrea-
tion (45), Professional and Other places (2), Shop and Service (38) and Travel and 
Transport (17).

The related data for POIs was already obtained in the previous step, therefore 
for the last part of our process, all we needed to do was to insert the data into the 
ontology as POI class instances, paying attention to the generation of all necessary 
linkages to City, Marina and Service sub-classes as required. Each POI instance was 
also populated with the related values for its data properties, as retrieved from the 
Foursquare API (placeName, latitude, longitude, priceRange).

4  Generating trip recommendations

We now turn to the problem of trip planning in the context of a sailing holiday. 
More specifically, the problem we focus on is the recommendation of a sequence 
of berthing locations (itinerary), given a start and end destination, as well as a set 
of intermediate candidate berthing locations that meet the user’s criteria (obtained 
by querying the ontology). The recommended itineraries must meet a set of user-
specified constraints (e.g. maximum trip duration) and assumptions (e.g. average 
sailing speed, stay duration at each port). This problem represents a typical scenario 
in yachting tourism, where significant investment of time and e!ort in trip planning 
is required at the start of a journey to a new area.

Trip planning problems have traditionally been approached through a graph mod-
elling perspective, where stops (waypoints) can be modelled as vertices in a graph, 
connected via edges. Contrary to the typical problem of trip planning in road net-
works, where each node is connected directly to a limited number of other nodes, 
in theory, each sea port (node) can be linked through a direct sea route to all other 
ports. This means that any graph representing the trip planning problem would be 
a fully-connected graph, with the number of possible routes from any node to any 
other exploding in size with the number of nodes. Of course, this is not really the 
case, since there exist several real-world constraints that place limits on the number 
of ports that can be considered as connected to any given port (e.g. the fuel capacity 
of a vessel, or the willingness of the captain and crew to spend more than a given 
amount of time at sea without mooring). Another di!erence is that while road, rail 
and even air routes are mostly well-defined and can be considered fixed, sea routes 
from one port to another can take any shape or form, therefore making the calcula-
tion of edge weights (distances between nodes) di%cult to realistically estimate. In 
the next sections, we describe how we dealt with these issues.
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In Sect."3.1 we described our methodology for data capture covering the entire 
country of Greece. For the rest of this paper, we focus our analysis on a specific 
sailing region in Greece, namely the Ionian sea, in order to keep visualisations at 
a scale which can be clearly presented in the paper. This region is one of the most 
popular sailing destinations in the country (Fig."4a). We select a bounding box of 
latitude between 37.647399 and 39.915594 and longitude between 19.107729 and 
21.112372, representing an area of 43,768.14 km2 . In total, there are 27 marinas in 
the region (Fig."4b).

4.1  Determining plausible sea routes through!AIS data

One approach to generate sea routes is to model distances between ports using a 
simple algorithm that considers (and avoids) the shape of coastlines, sailing along 
them as required, while taking a direct line approach between sections of open-sea 
areas, as described in (Kuhlemann and Tierney 2020). This approach works well 
for large commercial vessels which seek to minimise travel distances (and costs), 
but it is likely unsuitable for itinerary planning in the context of a sailing holiday. 
Skippers familiar with a region, know to avoid certain parts of the sea, due to known 
prevalent weather and other conditions, while preferring longer routes and indirect 
approaches in order to include scenic trip parts and other preferences. This ”knowl-
edge” could be captured if it were somehow possible to obtain coordinate logs from 
many vessels over a long period of time, which would capture the popular sea routes 
in a given area. In the last two decades, vessels have increasingly employed the 
Automatic Identification System (AIS), which continuously reports location data, as 
part of international conventions to improve maritime safety. In Greece, the use of 
AIS systems is mandatory in recreational vessels that are chartered out for tourism, 
as a means of enforcing both safety and appropriate taxation.

Fig. 4  Detailed overview of the paper’s case study area
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Real-time and historical AIS data is not openly available, but can be acquired 
through paid subscriptions from private companies. On the other hand, the Euro-
pean Maritime Observation and Data Network (EMODnet)13 has recently (2019) 
o!ered access to an open data product based on AIS, which calculates vessel density 
maps in the form of a 1 ! 1 "km square grid covering the entire EU. The data can 
be exported in geoTIFF format (a TIFF image which contains georeferenced infor-
mation, including projection, coordinate systems, ellipsoids, datums and all other 
information to determine spatial reference for the image data). In this case, down-
loaded geoTIFFs e!ectively represent vessel densities in each pixel of the image, 
with values ranging from 0-255. Therefore, the downloaded geoTIFF can be simply 
considered as a 2D array of values, representing vessel density in a geo-referenced 
grid, where it is possible to easily convert between pixel coordinates and spatial 
coordinates. In these geoTIFFs, pixels with a value of zero represent either inland 
regions, or sea regions where sailing vessels do not ordinarily pass through. Simple 
thresholding manipulations on the 2D array can be applied to turn pixels with a low 
vessel density into such areas as well. In e!ect, we can treat this 2D array of values 
as a 2D map that depicts pixels with obstacles (zeros) and without obstacles (non-
zero values), and then employ well-known path-finding algorithms (e.g. Dijkstra’s or 
A*) to find routes between any two sea ports.

Therefore, to derive plausible sea routes between ports, we employ the following 
strategy. First, we download and process vessel density data from EMODnet. Then, 
we calculate plausible routes between all ports using the A* algorithm. Finally, we 
derive a distance matrix table from the calculated routes. In this section, we provide 
some more details about how these steps were implemented, and in the next section, 
we describe how used the derived distance matrix to assign weights to the edges of a 
graph, connecting the various ports, to solve the trip planning problem.

4.1.1  Obtaining EMODNet data

The data provided by EMODnet can be downloaded by specifying a coordinate 
bounding box (area of interest), the vessel category, and period of interest (aggre-
gates by month and year, or aggregates just by year). Since the AIS data specifica-
tion provides a field for vessel type, it is possible to filter data by selecting logs gen-
erated by the ”Sailing” vessel category only, which is ideal for our purpose, since we 
are not interested in data generated by other vessel types (e.g. fishing boats, cargo 
ships, passenger or cruise ships). Therefore we downloaded the relevant sailing ves-
sel geoTIFF data for the months of June, July and August in the years 2017, 2018 
and 2019, a total of 9 geoTIFFs (Fig."5). Data for 2020 is also available, but we did 
not use these since that year’s tourism patterns cannot be considered normal, due 
to the COVID’19 pandemic circumstances. Manipulation of the geoTIFF files was 
done with the Rasterio library (v1.2.3).

The 2D value arrays extracted from these geoTIFFs were averaged into a sin-
gle array. Further, we applied a thresholding value of 10, in order to reduce the 

13 EMODnet: https:// www. emodn et- human activ ities. eu/ about. php.
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Fig. 5  Vessel densities in June, July, August in 2017, 2018, 2019

Fig. 6  Example of a single month’s vessel density data (June 2017, left), the averaged data (center) and 
the resulting vessel density map after thresholding ( t = 10 , right)
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complexity of the 2D map, while maintaining the important sea routes in the aver-
aged data. As can be seen in Fig."6, the coastal outlines are preserved, while most of 
the irrelevant sea routes are eliminated from the map.

4.1.2  Route generation between!ports

Next, we feed the list of marinas and the resultant 2D map into the A* algorithm, in 
order to find plausible routes between them. Notably here, we noticed that 1 marina 
was located in areas where there is no vessel density data—upon further inspection, 
one marina (Pentanti, Corfu) is a location which obtained a license in 2008 but has 
not yet built, thus it was removed from the set. Further, two marinas share the same 
pixel coordinates (they are e!ectively the same marina spread over two adjacent 
locations in the same city), and therefore we merged them into one entity.

The A* algorithm is parametrised so as to allow movement from any pixel to 
any other in 8 directions (horizontal, vertical and diagonal). The routes are returned 
as a sequence of pixel coordinates. To find the total distance of a route, we simply 
sum the Haversine distance between the geographical coordinates at the centre of 
subsequent pixels in a route. The conversion process between pixels and geographi-
cal coordinates is easy to achieve (a benefit of the georeferenced data in geoTIFFs), 
using the Rasterio library.

The use of the diagonal distance guarantees the discovery of the shortest path 
between any two marinas, however, to determine the most plausible route, we exam-
ined the notion of taking into account the vessel density in adjacent pixel options 
as an additional heuristic. As such, we e!ected a slight modification to the A* 
algorithm, in the step of calculating the heuristic scores while determining the best 
neighbouring node. Here, the original algorithm takes into account the cost of mov-
ing between adjacent cells, which has a maximum of 

!
2 since each movement can 

be made by 1 pixel in 8 directions. We extend this heuristic to also take into account 
the adjacent node vessel density data, using a bias towards each of the two metrics, 
distance and density. To calculate the heuristic value h(n) we use:

where b ! [0, 1] is the bias weight, V(i,ni)
 is the vessel density di!erence between 

a node i and its neighbour ni (we normalise this by dividing by Vmax = 255 , which 
is the maximum possible di!erence), and d(i,ni)

 is the movement cost (distance) 
between the a node and its neighbour, which we also normalise by dividing by 
dmax =

!
2 . Therefore, we combined the distance heuristic with vessel density, each 

criterion being weighted to the sum of 1. An example of the di!erence in the algo-
rithm’s behaviour with di!erent bias weights is shown in Fig."7.

4.1.3  Constructing the!distance matrix

Distance matrices can be used as a way to pre-compute and quickly retrieve distances 
between any two nodes in a graph, and hence are often crucial for performance in 

h(n) = b !
V(i,ni)

Vmax

+ (1 " b) !
d(i,ni)

dmax
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the operation of route-finding systems. To generate the distance matrix to be used 
in our system, we need to determine the most appropriate value of bias with appro-
priate metrics. One metric is the total length of the proposed route (as described 
above), and a further metric is the total vessel density in the pixels which make up 
the route. The latter metric is indicative of the ability of the algorithm to select route 
options closest to the actual route behaviour demonstrated in the AIS data.

To measure the algorithm’s overall performance, we selected four bias values 
b ! [0.0, 0.2, 0.5, 0.8] , with b = 0.0 corresponding to plain A*, and ran route cal-
culations under these settings for the routes between the top 10 marinas in terms 
of vessel density in our dataset (45 routes). We excluded one route because it 
referred to a special case of two adjacent marinas which were located on the same 
map pixel (essentially the city of Aktio, which has two marinas located right next 
to each other). As can be seen in Table"2, all algorithms produced similar average 
route distances. On the other hand, we note that the average vessel density in the 
routes selected by the various options di!er. A Wilcoxon signed rank test (following 

Fig. 7  Example of a route between Lefkada and Kerkyra (Corfu) calculated with A* on the thresholded 
data, using various vessel density selection bias levels

Table 2  Route statistics under various algorithm settings for trips between top-10 marinas
b = 0.8 b = 0.5 b = 0.2 simple A*

Mean route length (km) 97.469 97.469 97.467 97.466
! 61.956 61.955 61.955 61.964
Mean route pop. score 17853.277 18132.882 18059.902 16319.858
! 9673.762 9827.957 9697.695 8365.670
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Shapiro-Wilk normality test) with post-hoc Bonferroni correction (setting the 
p-value threshold to 0.0083), demonstrates that there exists a statistically signifi-
cant di!erence between the plain A* implementation and b = 0.8 (p = 0.001, Z = 
-3.350); plain A* and b = 0.5 (p = 0.004, Z = !2.896 ). The di!erence between plain 
A* and b = 0.2 is marginally non-statistically significant (p = 0.009, Z = !2.620 ). 
All other di!erences were not statistically significant. However, due to the slightly 
better nominal score with b = 0.5, we select this option for further steps of calculat-
ing the final distance matrix, containing all 351 possible routes between any two 
marinas. The overall coverage of the routes selected by the algorithm options in this 
comparison is shown in Fig."8.

4.2  Trip recommendation

Having calculated and saved the distance matrix between all marinas as described 
in the previous section, we can now treat the route recommendation problem in the 
classical manner of finding paths along a weighted graph, where the graph nodes 
are the marinas, connected by weighed edges, where the edge weight is the distance 
between any two marinas, as calculated in Sect."4.1. The problem at hand is roughly 
the same as the TTDP: A route must be recommended to a user, from a large range 
of alternatives, given a set of constraints of which the trip time budget is perhaps 
the most important. In our case, since the system is aimed at the initial explora-
tory phases of a trip, where the user is exploring options without very fixed require-
ments, the recommendation system should explore a range of options which may be 
slightly outside the constraints input by the user. For example, a user might specify 
a trip duration of 7 days, but this could be treated as a suggestion, rather than a 
hard limit, since some very attractive solution could be present if the trip were to 
be extended by 1 day. To address the problem, we employ a genetic algorithm (GA) 

Fig. 8  Coverage of all routes between top-10 marinas
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approach, as in Tenemaza et"al. (2020a). Genetic algorithms have been employed 
to solve many variations of the travelling salesman problem, including TTDP (e.g. 
Chen et"al. (2013), Zheng et"al. (2017)) and have demonstrated the achievement of 
a good balance between quality of results and speed of execution. Here, we employ 
a GA to solve the problem of a round-trip design (i.e. a user sailing o! from a given 
marina, visiting several unique locations and returning to the same marina as they 
started). The algorithm’s main stages are outlined in Fig."9.

4.2.1  Parameters for!executing the!GA

There are two sets of parameters that need to be specified for the GA to run. First, 
parameters that are input by the user are required in order to set up the trip con-
straints. These exogenous parameters are shown in Table" 3. A starting point is 
required, but not an ending point. If the latter is not provided, a round-trip is 
assumed. For the rest of the paper, though our algorithm supports both options, we 
proceed with the design of round-trips only, since this is the most typical use case 
for a tourist. A user can also input the maximum and minimum sailing duration for 
each segment of the trip. The latter represents the tourist’s estimate of the amount of 
sailing they’d like to do ideally per day, while the former is the absolute maximum 
sailing they would be willing to do for any single segment.

Next, a set of parameters for the algorithm’s execution must be set by the pro-
grammer, as shown in Table" 4. These are mostly self-explanatory, though the 

Fig. 9  Outline of the GA steps

Table 3  Trip selection 
parameters Parameter Description Unit Sample value

Start_p Starting point of the trip Nominal ”Lefkada”
End_p Ending point of the trip Nominal ”Zakynthos”
Max_sailtime Preferred maximum 

duration of each sailing 
route segment

Hours 8

Pref_sailtime Preferred minimum 
duration of each sailing 
route segment

Hours 4

Sail_speed Average sailing speed Km/h 8
Trip_days Total duration of the trip Days 14
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n_solutions parameter is worth noting as the stopping condition for the algorithm (it 
stops after only N solutions are left in the population).

4.2.2  Initial population

Each candidate route is represented by a ”chromosome”, which is sim-
ply a list of the marinas to be visited, in sequence. For the generation of 
chromosomes, we assume that each marina is an overnight stopover loca-
tion. Therefore we create chromosomes that have a minimum and maximum 
length of rmin, rmax = trip_days ±

2!trip_days

3
 . Chromosome lengths are biased 

for the initial population to create a short route of random length between 
rmin + 0.2 ! (rmax " rmin) with probability ps = 0.4 , a long route of random 
length between rmax ! 0.2 " (rmax ! rmin) with probability pl = 0.4 and anything 

Table 4  Genetic algorithm parameters
Parameter Description Unit Sample value

pop_size Size of the initial population of routes Integer 200
elite_size Number of ”elite” routes to keep for breeding the 

next generation
Integer 3

mutation_rate Probability of route gene mutation Floating point 0.01
n_solutions Maximum number of candidate routes to return Integer 5

Fig. 10  Distribution of route chromosome lengths for 4 random initial populations
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in between with a probability pn = 0.2 . This setup produces a range of chromo-
somes with various route lengths (Fig."10), and the bias between long and short 
routes, as will be described next, helps the convergence towards the user’s speci-
fied trip duration through crossover.

4.2.3  Route fitness

In genetic algorithms, the fitness function describes the optimisation objective, 
as used in the TTDP. An appropriate fitness function allows us to quantitatively 
assess a chromosome (i.e., route’s) suitability as a candidate under the user speci-
fied criteria. To define this fitness function, we begin by assigning a score to each 
marina in a route, which is akin to the ”profit” collected by the user for visiting 
it (as per the TTDP). In TTDP literature, profit is typically inferred from sta-
tistics based on social network user interactions with a POI (e.g. likes, check-
ins, photos taken). However, these metrics may be unsuitable for sailing trips. 
First, not all ports exist as POIs in social networks. For those that do, interactions 
can be made by anyone (e.g. the marinas in most cities are a popular area for 
strolling and have several cafe/bar establishments—the vast majority of tips and 
comments on Foursquare and Facebook are from locals who frequent the area). 
Therefore the number of interactions does not cover the same quality semantics 
such as for museums (interactions by locals are fewer than those by tourists), or 
restaurants (interactions by locals can overwhelm those by tourists). One could 
consider a proxy metric such as summing the number of POIs around a marina, 
or the check-ins at these venues, e.g. as in Gavalas et" al. (2019). To avoid the 
problems associated with inferring profit from social network interactions, we use 
instead a metric of diversity (Shannon Index, H! = "

!R

i=1
pilnpi ), which is often 

used in ecological literature. This metric quantifies entropy, and though origi-
nally intended for strings of text, has been widely adapted in ecology to obtain a 
measure of the number of individuals (POIs) and species (POI categories) in an 
environment (around a marina). A high H! demonstrates larger diversity, while, 
at minimum, it can take the value 0 (only one species present). Therefore, in our 
case, a marina with a high H! is more worth visiting, as there is a wider diversity 
of attractions around it. Conceptually thus, a route’s profit P(r) is the sum of the 
profits accrued by visiting each marina i P(r) = !N

i=1
H!

i
.

We accept that a profit by visiting a marina can be accrued without penalty, if the 
segment leading from the current location to that marina is within the bounds placed 
by the exogenous parameters pref_sailtime, max_sailtime. Otherwise, we detract 
from the profit to be accrued, according to the amount of time the segment is over, 
or under the exogenous parameter limits. In fact, we administer a bonus to the H! if 
within these limits, a penalty if under these limits (a shorter route at least allows for 
more relaxation time in the area) and a harsher penalty if over the limits (since this 
becomes tiring, and prevents users from having enough time to explore the destina-
tion). As is shown in Eq."1, a bonus/penalty modifier M(i) for the segment leading to 
marina i is calculated based on the temporal length ti of the journey to reach marina 
i.
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Therefore, the total route profit accrued for visiting each marina in the route’s chro-
mosome sequence becomes P(r) =

!N

i=1
H!

i
+ M(i) . Furthermore, we assume that 

each marina represents an overnight destination. Therefore, after calculating route 
profits based on H! , we also apply a bonus/penalty mechanism on the duration of 
the route tr , by giving a bonus if the route is a precise fit to the trip_days parameter 
specified by the user, or a penalty according to the number of days it is o!, as shown 
in Eq."2.

As such, the final value V of a route r becomes V(r) = P(r) + B(r)

4.2.4  Selection, crossover and!mutation

For the purposes of selecting routes from the population, these are first ranked 
according to fitness. We use elitism, which means that N most fit routes (as defined 
by the parameter elite_size) will always be selected for the production of the next 
generation. From the remaining population, we discard the bottom 20% and assign 
the rest a fitness-weighted probability of being selected for the production of the 
next generation, alongside the elites (also termed ”Roulette wheel” selection). This 
ensures that some variability remains in the population.

The selected population is now ready for the breeding process (or ”crossover”). 
In previous GA applications to the TTDP such as Zheng et"al. (2017), chromosomes 
of the same length were crossed-over, but in our case we have a need to be able to 
breed across chromosomes of di!erent lengths. We use an approach called partially-
mapped crossover, restricting the size of cutting points according to the length of the 
shortest chromosome, and ensuring that the resulting child has a length between the 
longer and shorter parent. The process is shown in Fig."11 and works as follows. In 
the first phase, marked (1) in Fig."11, we determine the cutting points where chro-
mosomes will be exchanged, by selecting a random start and end gene (position) in 
the shorter parent. These genes can’t be the first or last one since we are looking to 
preserve the origin and destination marina in the child. In phase (2), an empty shell 
for the child chromosome is created, with a length equal to the rounded average of 
the length of its parents. The first and last position are occupied by the origin and 
destination city, which is the same in both parents. In phase (3) we transfer the genes 
from the shorter parent which reside inside the cutting region. Then we transfer 
the genes from the longer parent. Those preceding the cutting region are transfered 
as-is, while for the subsequent region, we start backwards from the longer parent 

(1)M(i) =

!
"
#
"$

!H"
i
# % t!prefsailtime

pref _sailtime
% if ti < pref _sailtime

!2H"
i
# % t!maxsailtime

max_sailtime
% if ti < max_sailtime

0.2 # H"
i

if pref _sailtime ! ti ! max_sailtime

(2)B(r) =

!
"
#
"$

0.5 ! P(r)if tr = trip_days

"0.2 ! %tr " trip_days% if ti < trip_days

"0.2 ! %tr " trip_days% if ti > trip_days
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and transfer as many as there are spaces in the child’s shell. The final stage (4) is 
where we apply partial mapping to ensure the route does not contain any duplicates. 
The map is derived from the matching of chromosomes between the two parents, 
within the cutting region, and map-based transformations are executed only on the 
genes outside the cutting section (except, of course, the first and last ones).

Once children have been created, a mutation round is applied to the new popula-
tion. For each route chromosome, we assign each of its genes a probability that it 
is swapped for another random gene inside the same chromosome. Of course, we 
exclude the possibility that it might be swapped for the start or end gene since we 
always want our routes to start and end in the same place. This provision can be 
removed if the origin/destination marinas are not a hard requirement for the user. 
Finally, at the end of the mutation round, we scan through the population and 
remove any possible duplicate routes that might have been generated.

4.3  Results

We evaluated the algorithm’s ability to generate itineraries using the parameter val-
ues shown in Table"5, and for various marinas as the origin. As shown in Fig."12 

Fig. 11  Illustration of the partial-mapping crossover process for uneven-length chromosomes
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the algorithm makes good progress towards converging to solutions over the genera-
tions. Figure"13 shows the best and worst routes generated from the random initial 
population and the final set of solutions after execution of the GA. As we can see, in 
the random population the best solution was a very short trip (just 2 ports) while the 
worse was a longer trip which contained distances far beyond the maximum daily 
sailing time. The final set of solutions converges towards routes which fit the number 
of days specified by the user, and contain non-trivial (i.e. not too short) sailing dis-
tances between visited ports.

One characteristic of the GA is that the final set of solution depends on the ini-
tial population that was generated. Due to randomness in the generative process, it 
is likely that multiple runs in with the same parameters will yield di!erent results. 
To illustrate, Fig."14 shows the results of 20 runs of the GA and some metrics for 
the best recommended route in each run. The top-left panel shows the number of 

Table 5  Algorithm evaluation parameters
Parameter Description Unit Value

Max_sailtime Preferred maximum duration of each sailing route segment Hours 8
Pref_sailtime Preferred minimum duration of each sailing route segment Hours 4
Sail_speed Average sailing speed Km/h 8
Trip_days Total duration of the trip Days 6
pop_size Size of the initial population of routes Integer 200
elite_size Number of ”elite” routes to keep for breeding the next generation Integer 3
mutation_rate Probability of route gene mutation Floating point 0.02
n_solutions Maximum number of candidate routes to return Integer 5

Fig. 12  Illustration of the GA execution progress and best-route fitness improvement using Preveza 
marina as the origin, and parameters as per Table"5
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generations needed to complete the run. As we can see, these fluctuate due to the 
randomness in the number of routes that go forward to make the next generation 
during the selection process. In the mid-left panel, the fitness of the best route is 
shown. While there is some fluctuation, this hovers around the same performance, 
with the exception of one run, where the best route had a low (in fact, negative) 

Fig. 13  Illustration of the best (left) and worst (right) routes in the initial random population (top) and 
final set of solutions (bottom) using Preveza marina as the origin, and parameters as per Table"5
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fitness value. The bottom left panel shows the average H! (without bonus/penalties) 
across the ports in the top route.

A better understanding on how fitness values were derived comes from the right 
hand panels. The top right panel shows the average sailing time per route segment, 
while the two red lines show the user-specified pref _sailtime and max_sailtime 
parameters. We note that the algorithm produces routes that manage to stay within 
these confines, therefore we expect that not many penalties will be applied on the 
routes. The mid-right panel shows the percentage of segments in each route that 
were over, or under the thresholds specified by the user. We note that in most cases 
the proportion is less than 25%, and with most such segments being under the 
threshold, only small penalties are attracted. The last panel (bottom right) quanti-
fies how much these segments were over or under the user thresholds on average. 
We can see that the average “fit” with the specified thresholds is generally negative, 
meaning that any segments over the threshold were only slightly so, where as those 
under the threshold were so by approximately 5–15%.

5  Discussion and!conclusions

Summarising, we presented our methodology for automatically recommending sail-
ing itineraries for holiday makers. We address the problem of determining berth-
ing options by generating a queryable ontology of location-based data, populated 
through openly available sources. For the problem of route recommendation, our 
system leverages vessel density maps derived from AIS data, in order to generate 
realistic routes between any two waypoints in the system. Our solution is based on a 
modification of the A* algorithm’s heuristic function, to bias path selection towards 

Fig. 14  Metrics on the best recommended route over 20 runs, using Preveza marina as the origin, and 
parameters as per Table"5
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regions of increased vessel density, therefore producing paths that are balanced 
between reducing distance and following established navigation routes. The distance 
matrix generated from this process, paired with the resulting marina subset from 
queries directed towards the ontology, allows for the dynamic generation of graphs 
that can be used to provide customised itinerary recommendations.

To the best of our knowledge this paper is the first to address the problem of 
itinerary recommendation in the context of sailing holiday planning. In doing so, 
we believe that we can positively contribute towards the planning process of both 
experienced and novice tourists interested in sailing holidays, and therefore the fur-
ther development of blue growth. Our work is a first step towards this direction, and 
therefore contains some limitations and scope for further work, which we outline 
next.

– Travel time calculations: The vessel density maps we depend on are currently 
only available for Europe through EMODnet. Since the EMODnet methodology 
for producing this data is openly publishable, given an appropriate level of finan-
cial investment in obtaining global AIS data, it would be possible, in the future, 
to produce vessel density maps with worldwide coverage, or at least, to apply 
the methodology to other geographic areas of interest. Another point to note is 
that travel time in our system is derived by assuming an average speed of sailing 
across any route segment. In reality, actual speed can be influenced by a range of 
parameters, not least of which is prevalent weather conditions. Future work can 
include more realistic estimates of achievable sailing speeds based on histori-
cal wind speed and direction data. Our system takes the average over the whole 
summer period to produce the vessel density map, but a modification could be to 
select data from only those periods in which the user is interested in travelling. 
In a sense, the present routing patterns would reflect the sailors’ choices based on 
prevalent weather conditions over that period, and therefore would render routing 
options more realistic for the end user. However, EMODnet data is only avail-
able on a month-by-month basis (therefore posing an issue for users who wish 
to travel across two month interval periods, e.g. 28 June–12 July), and a custom 
way of generating vessel density maps from AIS data would be needed to enable 
such options.

– Itinerary recommendations: In this paper we demonstrated how our travel time 
calculations for sea travel can power a functional recommendation system. An 
obvious next step would be to improve the recommendation algorithm in sev-
eral ways. One obvious approach for future work is to extend the calculations 
for the fitness function by including more information about the destination. 
For this, there are further challenges to be solved. First, the challenge of calcu-
lating appropriate profits to each marina needs to be addressed. While ad-hoc 
assumptions based on quantitative measures such as social network interactions 
(check-ins, geotagged photos, likes), nearby POI counts or POI diversity met-
rics can be adopted, these may not necessarily be appropriate since there exists 
no literature to evaluate the importance of these surrounding POIs to yachters. 
The work by Shen et"al. (2021) is an important first step towards understanding 
this problem, but the results are reported from relatively few participants (404) 
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and are aggregated in overly coarse categories. A second challenge would be to 
adjust collected profits according to stated user preferences (profiles) for various 
POI categories or other aspects of the journey. In our system we have modelled 
stay time as a static value assumed equal for all stopovers (each marina is an 
overnight stop-over destination). In reality, users may prefer to spend longer in 
some places compared to others, for example, a marina which has many touristic 
attractions nearby can be used as a “base” for nearby explorations, either on land 
(e.g. museums, entertainment, hospitality) by sea (nearby beaches, anchorages), 
for several days. It would be interesting to examine the results by adapting stay 
time according to the density of nearby POIs, either as an absolute value, or as 
they align with users’ preferences, and thus create itineraries with uneven stopo-
ver durations. Finally, it would be interesting to apply an approach such as for the 
VPP (Gavalas et"al. 2019), in order to create detailed itineraries that span both 
in-land and sea-based activities, which would be a useful tool at a later stage 
of the pre-trip planning process. In this case, it would be interesting to add the 
thousands of beaches, fishing villages or other temporary anchoring places where 
a yacht could potentially settle for a short period of time, and attempt to generate 
hour-by-hour detailed itineraries, that might be more helpful in the next stage of 
a planning process.

– Evaluation of itinerary recommendations: Another limitation is the quality 
assessment of the produced routes for the generation of the distance matrix, and 
the itinerary recommendations. For the former, we employed a metric based on 
the popularity of routes derived from vessel density data. We consider this to be 
a realistic metric since it helps us determine how well the routes we produce fit 
the observed vessel behaviour, however, it would be good to validate the gener-
ated routes between marinas with experienced skippers, who have the best local 
knowledge. Similarly, we would like to validate the itineraries with experienced 
chartering professionals and experienced skippers, in order to assess the quality 
of the recommendations produced by the system, and also to obtain prospective 
customers’ opinions on the recommendations as well. Therefore, we are working 
towards piloting our itinerary recommendation system through integration with 
the SammyYacht platform, developed by the company a%liated with our 2nd co-
author. The platform is the premier berth space booking system for Greece and 
Cyprus, handling over 33% of licensed berth spaces in these countries, and with 
an average of 7,500 users in the summer period. This large user base will assist 
deployment of this pilot version and user-based evaluation, through the plat-
form’s website and mobile app.

– Scaling up: As discussed above, dynamic distance matrix calculations for each 
user-specified period can take significant amounts of time and are therefore 
not ideal from a service provision point of view. For example, distance matrix 
calculation took approximately 7 minutes for the work presented in this paper 
(27 marinas, using a 650 ! 650 pixel map), using a relatively low-spec machine 
(Xeon E-2224 4-cores/4-threads, 8Gb RAM). A possible solution to this problem 
would be to have pre-calculated distance matrices at various temporal resolu-
tions, to enable fast recommendation generation. Similarly, the genetic algorithm 
coded in Python, o!ers no parallelism currently. A typical run is between 6–15 
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seconds, and while reasonably fast, it’s not fast enough for responding to users 
in real-time. The shortcomings and limitations of our approach can be addressed 
by carefully considering how to scale the system according to service provision 
requirements.

Overall our work presents a novel contribution towards addressing the problem of 
automatic itinerary recommendations for sailing holiday planning. The problem is 
largely neglected in existing literature but remains a fertile domain for future work, 
not just from a computer science perspective, but also given the importance of this 
tourism product choice for a significant portion of the market. We hope that our out-
line of future work will inspire further work in this area.
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